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Open illustrator

File>new



Choose the ellipse tool from the shape 

tool



Pull a long vertical oval



In the “fill” choose the orange/yellow 

gradient



Open the gradient window and 

change from Linier to Radial



Choose your gradient Tool



Play with the anchor point and rotate 

the gradient so that it fits in the oval



By dragging swatches to the gradient line 

in gradient window you can customize the 

gradient



Use the selection tool and click on 

oval



Edit>copy



Add a new layer and drag it below



On new layer 

edit>paste



Place and drag the oval just below  

the other oval and make it just wider 



Edit>copy 



Add a new layer and drag below and 

edit>paste



Make the oval slightly less long and make it wider.  As the 

row go further in the distance they should become more 

narrow



Continue to add more ovals in new 

layers



Using the selection tool drag a box 

and select all the ovals



Edit copy



Add a new layer and drag it to the 

top of the  layers



Edit>paste in top layer



Just like free transform in Photoshop 

rotate the pasted ovals and mirror it to 

the other side



Select>deselect



Add a new layer to the top of the list



Select a single oval and edit>copy



In new layer Edit>paste and place the 

last oval over the front



Select all ovals

use the gradient tool and play and 

adjust the lights



Continue to make new pumpkins

make sure you put them in new layers



Create at least 4 to 5 pumpkins

make sure you overlap the pumpkins 

to create depth



Add a new layer below the pumpkin and add a drop 

shadow.  

Use ellipse tool

then Effect>stylize>feather



Add a layer at the bottom of your 

layer list to use for your background



Choose the rectangle tool



Drag a rectangle for the ground



Use a linear gradient and create a 

gradient that is lighter closest to you



Create another layer at the bottom

and drag a rectangle to create the 

sky



Open the stem template from my 

website



Add a new layer



Choose the pen tool



Choose a colored stroke

choose no color for fill



Just like the “poly lasso tool” from 

Photoshop click around the stem 

creating an outline around the stem



Remember to end of the anchor that 

you started to close the circut



Choose the selection tool



To smooth the edges 

object>path>simplify



Play with the curve precision to curve 

the path



Now give the stem shape a fill color 

and an appropriate stroke color



Add new layers and trace with the 

pen tool to create the other stems



Use your selection tool and select a 

stem and 

Edit >copy



Edit>paste



Scale and place the stems

then copy and paste the rest of the 

stems


